
TECHNICAL RIDER 


Show: VACIO  
Company: Cia Omkara  

STAGE  

* Ideal stage dimensions: 7m x 7m x 7m 

   With 6m x6m of central stage scenic space 

* Uniform floor without inclination 

* Black box: black dance floor and walls masked 


EQUIPMENT  

* 2 x Smoke machine 

* 2 x High luminance capacity projectors

* Lighting (see bellow the light design) 

* 200 Liters of black earth 


SOUND  

* Sound console/mixer with 5 channels for input:

- Drums (direct line from own mixer-stereo)

- Mic (xlr stereo)

- Cello (direct line from loopstation- L R jack)

- Wireless Head microphone

- Aux input from projection computer 


EQUIPMENT 

* 2 x stage monitor speakers 

* Microphone: SM 58 with stand 

* 2 x quitar amps (60 w) or 1 x (80 w) 

* 1 x wireless head mic 

* Cabling for the above 

* Chair without arms 


AERIAL RIGGING 

2 x Aerial anchoring points from the ceiling or truss (minimum 7 meters height)

3 x Aerial points, that doesn’t need to hold heavy strength, can be from the same bar 

3 x Aerial points, that doesn’t need to hold heavy strength, from a different bar 

1 x Vertical truss for the counterweight works with the rigger and on the one anchor point on the 
ground (see plan Aerial Tech)


PROJECTION  

Projection Planning  

Information needed from the Theatre tech to pre-simulate projector outputs:

(At least 2 days before load in) 


*Stage dimension 

*Projectors and lenses available 




*Options for placing/mounting them 

*Options for setting up live workspace 

*acces to venue/tech riders 

*On site visit and consultation with the Theatre technician 


Projections Setup Load in and mounting projectors with tech staff. 

Can be done the day of the show, or one day before would give some buffer if it does not impinge 
on another performance.


Given the projectors and cables are ready the actual setup time for workspace (Laptop/
controllers/etc) is less than one hour  

Ideal scenario venue requirements: 

* Black wall or back screen that covers the entire back side of the stage 

* Two projectors

1. To cover the entire back wall/screen without being blocked by hanging tube prop

2. Mounted in a way that it can cover the tube and the silver floor (from above or the side)

*  Work space to run the show from laptop with clear stage view for show lighting and projections.

*  Two HDMI cables go from this space to the projectors  

(see plan Projections Tech, Light Tech)



